Quake That Rocked The Midwest Permission Form

Quakes are a time where High School Friends come together to enjoy each other’s company and grow as young Quakers. It is also a time for inspirational workshops and exciting out trips. This year our workshops will be include making care packages for homeless LGBTQ teens living in Chicago. Along with some exciting craft workshops! There will be free time for teens to hangout as well as worship sharing groups. We will also be venturing out to Chicago’s Field Museum for our out trip.

At Quakes there will be High School Friends along with FAPs and Youth Oversight. FAPs are Friendly Adult Presence that helps out during the Quakes. We want everything to run smoothly and to be a fun environment. As that being said, we ask for traveling parents who are dropping their teens off at the Quake find other accommodations to stay at for the weekend.

Musical instruments are welcomed, but please leave speakers at home. Electronics are fine to bring but must be turned off during workshops.

Don’t forget to bring a Pillow, Sleeping bag, Hat & gloves, Tooth Brush, and a great time!
We want Quakes to be a joyful community for everyone involved. We ask that No Drugs or Alcohol are to be brought anywhere near the Quake. Those of you who are already age 18, smoking cigarettes is not allowed on Meeting House Property. Please refrain from smoking cigarettes this weekend. Sex Abuse is also not tolerated. Drug and Sex Abuse is a serious problem and will stop you from being apart of the greater community. Any prescription drugs must be written down at the bottom of form. Any violation will result in leaving the Quake at that point in time, along with following up with a list of queries that must be answered with your parents. Afterwards a Clearness lead by Youth Oversight is in order before being welcomed back to ILYM High School Friends events.

Due to past Quakes and budget requirements, if a teen breaks or damages any property at Evanston Meeting House they are responsible for all costs.

To help with workshops, out trips, and food during our Quakes we ask for a $40 fee for each friend attending. Please make checks out to Illinois Yearly Meeting memo HSF. If payment is a problem please let me know, we care more about fun then money.
Please fill out the following and send to 
Rose Johnson at
rose.ijohnson@yahoo.com
Mail to 217 Woodland Ave. Bloomington, IL 61701

ILYM Quake Permission Forms

Name:________________________________________

____________________________________________

Age/School year:____________________________________

____________________________________________

Phone Number:_____________________________________

____________________________________________
Monthly/ Yearly Meeting:

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Food Allergies (Vegetarian or Vegan):

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Prescription Drugs:

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Any other special needs:

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________
Method of transportation/ Arrival time:____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Guardian’s Name: ______________________________________________

____________________________________________

Guardian’s Phone number(s): _______________________________________

____________________________________________

Guardian’s Email(s): _____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Please send us a copy of your insurance